We present a complete end-to-end framework to detect and exploit entry and exit regions in video using behavioral models of object trajectories. Using easily collected "weak" tracking data (short and frequently broken tracks) as input, we construct a set of entity tracks to provide more reliable entry and exit observations. These observations are then clustered to produce a set of potential entry and exit regions within the scene, and a behavior-based reliability metric is used to score each region and select the final zones. We also present an extension of our fixed-view approach to detect entry and exit regions within the entire viewspace of a pan-tilt-zoom camera. We additionally provide methods employing the regions to learn scene occlusions and causal relationships from entry-exit pairs along with exploitation algorithms (e.g., anomaly detection). Qualitative and quantitative experiments are presented using multiple outdoor surveillance cameras and demonstrate the reliability and usefulness of our approach.
that intersects the edge of the camera view (image border), and can be useful in many visual surveillance applications. For tasks, such as long-term object tracking, entry regions allow for more knowledgeable tracker initialization. In addition, if tracking is terminated at some location, but not near a known exit (or occlusion), it is likely due to tracker failure. Understanding entry and exit locations may also help in attaching semantic meaning to tracking events. If an object enters through a commonly used entry region and leaves through a popular exit, the object is likely behaving normally. However, if an uncommon region pairing is found, or an object enters or exits through an area that does not correspond to an entry/exit location, then such an event may indicate anomalous activity.
Entry and exit regions may also be useful for higher level scene analysis. It may be desirable to learn the scene "pulse" of pedestrians, cars, and cyclists as they come and go throughout the day. Knowing where objects typically enter and exit provides insight as to where the scene's pulse can be taken. In addition, if semantic meaning (labeling) can be attached to each entry or exit region (e.g., a particular building doorway), monitoring traffic at these regions can help indicate how populated these semantically meaningful areas are (e.g., buildings). As we will demonstrate, depending on the direction of the region relationships (e.g., entry → exit versus exit → entry behavior patterns), region connections can help in understanding the dynamics of the scene activity as well as reasoning about occluded pathways in the scene.
Proposed approach
We present a novel approach to discover and exploit entry and exit regions in video from tracking data. Most scene modeling techniques require some form of object tracking as input, and many existing methods [15, 16, 29, 32 ] rely on strong tracking data (a single persistent trajectory for each target). While such tracks are very useful, many approaches to collect them tend to be computationally expensive, able to track only a subset of objects in real-time, and are unreliable in busy outdoor urban environments. To compensate for these shortcomings we designed our approach to handle weak tracking data (multiple and frequently fragmented tracks per target). Weak trackers are capable of tracking many objects simultaneously in real-time and can function well in busy scenes. For our work in this paper, we use a modified version of the well-known Kanade Lucas Tomasi (KLT) tracker [27] , as presented in [30] , which tracks features on moving objects in the scene.
Given weak tracking data, we learn "entities" in each frame by clustering similar weak tracking observations that move together in a coherent manner (different than track stitching). Thus, an entity may correspond to a person, group of people, bicycle, car, etc. The entities are tracked loosely over time by associating them from frame-to-frame. As they move, we allow them to split and merge with other entities in the scene. This process allows us to cohere the weak tracking data into a more reliable set of tracks.
We cluster the entry and exit observations from the entities to produce a set of potential scene entry and exit zones. Each zone is then scored using a behavior-based reliability metric that analyzes the manner with which the entity trajectories form and interact with each region. We define a reliable entry region as one with tracks emanating out of it in a mostly directional manner, and similarly a reliable exit region as one where tracks flow into it in a mostly directional manner. Furthermore, other tracks in the scene should not intersect an entry/exit region in the same movement direction as the tracks that formed the region. (e.g., another entity track intersecting in the same flow direction would indicate that another entry region is close behind). After scoring each region, unreliable zones are removed by thresholding, leaving only the desired entry and exit regions.
We also present an extension of our fixed-view approach for the entire viewspace of a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera. We explain how each process used in the local view entry/exit approach may be extended to work in the spherical camera space. Finally, we show how relationships between entry and exit regions can be learned, and provide methods to uncover occlusions and other behavioral relationships in the scene.
In general, the main contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows:
• Compatible with weak tracking data. Most previous scene modeling methods require strong tracking data (long reliable object trajectories). Our approach allows for weak tracking data which makes collecting input much easier, especially for very busy and crowded scenes.
• Inclusion of scene behavior to detect entry/exit regions. Previous approaches have ignored the underlying behavioral component, and we show that utilizing behavior can produce better results.
• Construction of new global method to detect entry/exit
regions with respect to the entire viewspace of a PTZ camera. Existing work has focused on single camera views. Although other work may utilize multiple views from different cameras, they do not concentrate on the entire camera viewspace as we do in our work.
• Exploitation of the detected entry/exit regions to automatically discover occlusions in the scene. Unlike previous work, we do not model the occluding structure directly, but rather the entry and exit region patterns encountered when objects move behind occlusions.
• Presentation of quantitative results. Most scene modeling work evades quantitative analysis, relying solely on subjective qualitative evaluation. Our work provides both quantitative and qualitative results.
We begin with a review of related work in Sect. 2, and provide a general system overview in Sect. 3. The entity learning process is described in Sect. 4 , and the region detection and scoring method is described in Sect. 5. Our extension from the local camera view to a global camera viewspace is presented in Sect. 6 . Using the detected regions, we demonstrate (Sect. 7) how the regions may be exploited to discover scene occlusions and learn causal relationships. A thorough evaluation is presented in Sect. 8, where we provide experimental results for our local and PTZ viewspace region detection approaches and region exploitation methods.
Related work
In this section, we provide an overview of related work with approaches using weak tracking as input and methods for entry/exit detection and exploitation.
The idea of using weak tracks when reasoning about a scene has been employed for different tasks. In [22] , weak tracks are clustered and used to estimate pedestrian counts in busy scenes. Their approach requires the tracks be extended and conditioned before clustering. In [4] , they attempt to leverage the idea of a "coherent motion region" to learn distinct objects using weak tracks (as we similarly do with our entity approach). However, their motion regions are constructed with a user-defined bounding box representing the size of a person. Coherent motion regions are also used in [5] via clustering of weak tracks, but ignore the time stamps of the trajectories. Our approach constructs entities from weak tracking data to provide a more reliable set of entry and exit observations that we use to estimate entry and exit regions.
There has been a relatively small body of work in relation to entry/exit zone identification. In [16] and [29] , trajectory endpoints are assumed to be observations of actual entry and exit locations, which are then clustered to learn entry and exit regions. A density threshold is used in [16] to remove suspected noise clusters. However, such an approach requires stronger tracking data and will not work well using weak tracks. Further, both approaches do not leverage the scene behavior to learn accurate regions (as we do), which can be especially useful if tracking data is noisy. In [32] , a framework is described to model various semantic regions via trajectory clustering. When learning entry and exit locations, only the trajectory endpoints that exist near the borders of semantic regions are considered. In [30] , a gridbased approach is presented where the ratio of tracks through each state (grid cell and direction) to tracks that originate in (entries) or terminate in (exits) each state is leveraged to learn entry/exit states. The entry/exit states are constrained to be near the border of an activity mask for the scene. However, they do not evaluate their method for the task of entry/exit state identification, and instead use it to detect "pathlets" (common pathway segments) in the scene. Of these approaches, only [30] is able to function using weak tracking data.
None of the aforementioned entry/exit methods attempt to identify regions that are due to occlusions in the scene (as we demonstrate). Handling occlusions typically involves detecting and modeling the occluding structures directly. Existing occlusion detection methods (such as [8, 9] ) model occlusions directly in 3D or in image space. In [12] , they attempt to model occlusions in 3D by observing tracking data from multiple cameras. In [11] , trajectory matching is used to track objects through occlusions, and they attempt to learn plausible occluding structures through image segmentation (requiring manual labeling). Our approach is unique in that we detect regions where objects enter and exit occluded areas by studying correlated scene activity between the regions. In [18] , they propose a method to learn relationships between exit and entry regions between disjoint camera views to automatically learn the topology of a camera network, however, they do not attempt to learn occlusion connections. Although their approach is able to detect (entry → exit) connections using time-lagged cross-correlation, our approach is different in that we attempt to estimate the path distance traveled between tied regions. As a result, we not only learn the connections between regions, but the actual path distance traveled between them.
System overview
In this section, we provide an overview of our approaches for local and PTZ viewspace entry and exit region detection. 
Local view region detection
Our static camera view (local) approach is applicable to scenarios in which a fixed camera view is employed. Our process for detecting local entry and exit regions is summarized in Fig. 1 . Given a local camera view, we track objects using a weak tracker. From the collected weak tracks, we learn a set of entity tracks (described in Sect. 4). The entry and exit observations for the entity tracks are then used to hypothesize a set of potential entry and exit regions. This is accomplished by clustering the entry and exit observations independently, removing outlier observations from each cluster (if any exist), and obtaining a region shape (Sect. 5.1). Each potential entry and exit region is then scored using a behavioral-based reliability metric (Sect. 5.2) which captures the directional and interaction consistency of each region. Regions with a low reliability score are removed, producing a final set of entry and exit regions.
Camera viewspace region detection
When a PTZ camera is employed, our process for detecting entry and exit regions within the camera viewspace is summarized in Fig. 2 . We collect weak tracking data from a set of overlapping local camera views that collectively span the Fig. 2 Camera viewspace entry/exit detection system overview entire camera viewspace. For the set of weak tracks in each local view, we obtain a set of local entity tracks. The entity tracks from each view are then projected to a common global camera viewspace (Sect. 6). Using the same processes for our local region approach, but adapted for the spherical camera viewspace, we cluster entity track entry and exit observations, remove outliers, and generate a set of potential entry and exit regions (Sect. 6.3). Lastly, each region is scored using the same behavior reliability metric as in the local approach, and regions with low reliability are removed.
Entities
Weak tracking data can be readily collected (shown in Fig. 3 ), but is far too noisy to be used directly for detecting entry and exit regions in a scene. However, weak tracks can be aggregated (into entities) to produce more reliable information. The resultant entity tracks differ from tracks produced using a strong tracker as we only loosely associate entities over time, allowing them to merge and split with other entities as they move through the scene. In this section, we explain how to learn entities from weak tracks by first detecting clusters in each frame and then associating them across temporally adjacent frames.
Entity clustering
We cluster the weak tracking observations in each frame into sets of spatially close observations moving in similar directions. Thus, a cluster (entity) may correspond to a person, group of people, vehicle, etc. For a given image frame f i ∈ F, our weak tracker produces a set of trajectory observations P i (assuming there is object motion in the frame). Our goal is to learn a set of entities, T i , for each frame f i . To do so, we employ a modified version of mean-shift clustering [3] to cluster the trajectory observations (P i ), assigning each weak track observation p = (x, y) ∈ P i to an entity t ∈ T i . We modify the standard mean-shift clustering formulation to introduce a velocity weight to ensure that observations that cluster together are spatially close and travel in the same direction. For a weak tracking observation p = (x, y), it is shifted to location p new until convergence, where p new is computed as
where, K is the mean-shift kernel, and h is the kernel bandwidth, chosen to reflect the size of the entities moving in the scene (we use the Gaussian kernel with h = 15 or h = 30 depending on the view or camera).
The velocity weight, w vel , is a function of the angle (φ) between the velocity of points p i and p, and is computed as
where σ defines how sharply the similarity transitions are (from 0 to 1) (we use σ = 0.07 for our experiments). The velocity at a point is computed using observations from the previous two frames of the track. We also introduce a blend parameter to the velocity weight computation in Eq. 2. Rather than using the initial velocity of p for each iteration of mean shift (as it moves to the closest mode), we start using the initial velocity of p and then slowly blend it with the velocities from surrounding points (spatially nearby points moving in a similar direction). Doing so ensures tighter convergence. To compute the velocity (dx, dy) of p at iteration k, we use dx k
Here, dx avg and dy avg are weighted averages of the velocities of nearby points (computed using the same Gaussian kernel from above). The blend parameter α is a linear function of the mean-shift iteration number (increasing from 0 to 1, using a constant increment and capped at 1). After clustering, we obtain a set of entities T i in each frame (Fig. 4 ).
Entity tracking
We next associate the entities across frames using a graphbased method. Let T i be the set of entities in frame i, and T j be the set of entities in the subsequent frame j. We construct a bipartite graph G e (V e , E e ) where V e is the vertex set (V e = T i ∪ T j ) and E e is the edge set. We connect t a ∈ T i to t b ∈ T j if the vertices (entities) are connected by at least one underlying shared weak track. An entity from frame i that is not connected to any other entity in the subsequent frame j corresponds to an entity exit event. Likewise, an entity in frame j not connected to any other entity in the previous frame i corresponds to an entity entry event. If an entity shares a trajectory with (is connected to) multiple entities from a temporally adjacent frame, we consider this to be an entity interaction (split, merge). This process is repeated for each pair of frames to extend the entities through time. Thus, each entity will begin with an entry or interaction event and end with an exit or interaction event. Figure 4 displays a set of weak tracks on a target, and the corresponding entity track.
The entry and exit observations from the entity tracks are then used to hypothesize a set of potential entry and exit regions. As a comparison to use weak tracking observations, Fig. 5 displays a set of weak track start observations versus entity entry observations. As shown, the entities produce a much more reliable (and reduced) set of entry and exit observations (compared with using the weak tracking start and stop observations), although they still containing some noisy observations (which we address in the following section). It is worth noting that while our application of modified meanshift clustering to group the weak trajectories into entities is unique, it is not the main contribution of our paper. This approach allows for the use of weak tracking data as input, which makes collecting tracking data for busy and crowded scenes easier.
Entry and exit detection
From our entity detection and tracking framework described above, we accumulate a collection of entity entry and exit location observations. We now explain how we detect entry/exit "regions" from these observations and how we score each region as to remove noise. This is accomplished by first clustering each set (separately) of entity entry and entity exit observations. We then remove outlier observations and extract a region shape from the points within each cluster. In contrast to previous density-based approaches [16] , we score each potential entry and exit region using a behaviorbased reliability metric that captures the consistency of the behavior for each region (rather than only density).
Region shape
We first perform standard mean-shift clustering on our sets of entry/exit locations to produce entry and exit clusters (we cluster entries and exits independently). We choose meanshift clustering at this stage over a mixture of Gaussians (MoG) approach (as in [16] ) for a few reasons. Mean-shift clustering is able to localize on cluster modes automatically, without knowledge of the number of clusters, as would be required with a MoG approach. Techniques, such as computing the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [26] to automatically determine the number of clusters could be employed, but may sometimes suffer from over fitting (as explained in [6] ). Further, the mean-shift clusters better represent nonGaussian shaped regions.
After clustering the data, we attempt to remove outliers in each cluster and localize on the area of highest density within each cluster. To accomplish this, we employ a convex hull area-reduction technique. We first compute a convex hull around each cluster of observations. Then, for each cluster, points on the perimeter are iteratively removed in order of ascending density (the density of each point is computed using kernel density estimation (KDE) [20] ). After each point is removed, we compute a new convex hull and record the area change from the previous convex hull. The intuition is that removal of outlier points will result in large convex hull area changes.
We compute the variance of this distribution of area changes, and select observations greater than σ r standard deviations. Of the cluster points that produced these outliers, we choose the point that was most recently removed (most dense), and delete all previous (lower density) points. This results in a new reduced set of points which better represents the true mass of the cluster. An example noisy cluster is shown in Fig. 6a , and the resultant cluster after removing outliers using our approach is shown in Fig. 6b .
We next fit a shape to each cluster to represent the region. We first compute a density surface for the points in each cluster using KDE. We then select the point from the cluster sitting lowest on the surface (lowest density), and slice the surface at that density. The perimeter of the slice becomes the final region shape. Depending on the kernel bandwidth used to generate the KDE surface, the shape will vary. Larger kernel bandwidths will generalize the shape around the points, and smaller kernel bandwidths will force the shape to wrap more tightly to the point mass. Example region shapes obtained using different KDE bandwidths are shown in Fig. 7 (the black outline represents the region shape learned). Thus, unlike [16] , our entry and exit clusters better reflect the true spatial density and distribution of their underlying observations (which may not be Gaussian). 
Region reliability
We now describe how we validate the regions to distinguish reliable entries and exits from those that are the result of noise or areas of difficult tracking. In [16] , they compute an entry/exit region density value and remove regions with a density below an arbitrary threshold and such an approach will not work well if the amounts of scene traffic are imbalanced, as entries/exits with low popularity (and thus low density), may be regarded as noise. Further, if tracking is very noisy, this method could potentially classify noisy areas as being good entry/exit regions. We define a good entry region as one with entity tracks emanating out of it in a mostly directional manner, and a good exit region as one with entity tracks flowing into it in a mostly directional manner. Entry regions whose entryonly entity tracks (or exit regions whose exit-only tracks) exhibit random or bi-directional activity are deemed unreliable regions, and may be the result of areas with a high rate of tracking failure or scene noise (e.g., tracking swaying trees). An illustrative example of entry regions exhibiting good and poor directional consistency are provided in Fig. 8a , b.
Furthermore, for entry regions, we desire that other tracks in the scene not intersect the region in the same emanating direction that defines the region (i.e., the entry region should not be a "through" state) and such a scenario would indicate that another entry region exists close behind. The same concept extends to exit regions. Figure 8c shows an example of an allowable interaction, and Fig. 8d displays an example of an undesirable interaction. Thus, we attempt to capture both the directional consistency of tracks that define each region, as well as the nature of the interaction with other entity tracks.
To measure the directional consistency using the entry/exit entity tracks that define each region, we learn the distribution of directions that these tracks leave (for entries), or enter (for exits), the region. This is accomplished by quantizing the velocity angle at the location that each track intersects the region into one of b directional bins (we use b = 8, 45 • bins, in our experiments). To determine the angle of intersection for an entity track and entry/exit region we first locate the observations from the entity track on either side of the intersection location (one observation inside of the region, and one outside), and average the velocity angles from the two track observations. Locating the observations inside the entry/exit regions requires a polygon intersection test. The velocity angle for an entity track observation is computed as an average of the velocity angles of the underlying weak tracking observations (from which the entity was constructed). This angular histogram is normalized to provide the distribution q. From q, we compute a directional consistency functionq, which accounts for any symmetry (undesired) in this distribution, as computed in the following manner. For bin i with probability q(θ i ), every other bin probability q(θ j ) is subtracted from q(θ i ) in a weighted manner such that bin angles that are directly opposite of i receive high emphasis (as they correspond to bi-directional behavior), and bin angles close to i receive lower emphasis. For a region k,
where w i j is an angle similarity weight that gives more emphasis to angles corresponding to bi-directional behavior with respect to θ i , and is computed as
Here, θ j is ignored if it is within 90 • of θ i , and most heavily weighted when it is exactly opposite of θ i . Thus, when a region exhibits completely directional consistent behavior,
As the activity becomes more directionally inconsistent,
In addition to modeling the directional consistency, we also incorporate the interaction consistency of regions with other activity in the scene. As illustrated in Fig. 8d , an entry region that emanates activity in a particular direction should not be intersected by other entity tracks (not used to form the region) traveling in the same emanating direction (the same logic extends to exits). For an entry or exit region k, let D k be the total number of entity tracks that define the region. Let D k (θ i ) be the number of entity tracks that leave the region (for entries) or enter the region (for exits) at angle θ i . Further, let M k be the set of outside entity tracks that intersect region k, and M k (θ i ) be the number that intersect region k at angle θ i . If there are many tracks that intersect region k at the same angle as the tracks that define the region, the region should be regarded as unreliable. This concept can be formulated by the ratio
Because the number of intersecting tracks that could discredit a region (M k ) approaches the number of tracks that define
will approach and surpass 1.
The interaction consistency ratio can be combined with the previously defined directional consistency measure to create a single reliably score ψ k for region k, computed as
Here,
is the directional consistency term (Eq. 3) across all angles. This term will be low (approach 0) if the defining tracks leaving an entry, or entering an exit, are not directionally consistent. The interaction consistency (second term) reflects the manner in which other tracks in the scene intersect an entry or exit region. As the number of discrediting tracks grows, this term will approach 0.
The resultant behavioral consistency score ψ k is then passed through a sigmoid function, allowing the model to be smoothly adaptive to various noise levels. The final region score, k is computed as
where μ and σ control the centering and sharpness of the sigmoid, and can be set based on the scene noise (e.g., tracking inaccuracies, partial occlusions), which may cause some of the regions to not adhere to our behavioral modal as strictly. Figure 9a displays a set of potential entry regions, and Fig. 9b shows entry regions with a reliability score > 0.75.
Extension to PTZ camera viewspace
Although many commercial surveillance cameras provide only a single fixed view, most infrastructures employ active PTZ cameras. Such cameras have a pan-tilt motor which gives two degrees of freedom (pan and tilt) to re-orient and view different parts of the scene. Although learning the entry/exit regions for a specific camera view is useful, when the camera is re-oriented, the zones for the new view would have to be learned. In this section, we extend our singleview approach to the entire viewspace of a PTZ camera. To achieve this, we work in the camera's global PTZ space, and incorporate data from many overlapping camera views. There are many other works (e.g., [10, 13] ) that associate data between different camera views, often by registering data to a common ground plane. In our work, we choose to work in the camera's PTZ space over a common world coordinate plane for a few reasons. While we do associate data from different camera views, all of the views are from the same PTZ camera. Detecting entry/exit regions with respect to each camera's general 3D viewspace, rather than a common world coordinate plane, allows the scene behavior to be understood relative to each camera without projection (e.g., perspective) distortions. In a ground plane approach, such distortions may occur if object tracks do not corresponded to the bottom (ground portion) of the object (e.g., feet of people). If required, the learned PTZ scene information could later be transformed to a ground plane using the approach presented in [24] , however, it makes the most sense to analyze the scene in the PTZ space as we can directly translate the local image view to the PTZ space without losing information (this would not be the case if a common ground plane were used).
In our approach, we track objects in multiple overlapping local camera views (from the same PTZ camera), learn entities in the local views, and then project the local data into a global camera viewspace where the data can be unified. This requires a model to map each local image track coordinate (x, y) to the corresponding global pan-tilt orientation (θ, φ) of the camera (a mapping model that provides a means to recenter the camera on a particular pixel coordinate). We next cluster the entity entry and exit observations in the global viewspace and analyze the region behaviors to learn the set of global entry and exits. Clustering these observations in the camera viewspace and analyzing each cluster requires our previous local (Euclidean) approaches to be extended to perform in the global (Spherical) camera viewspace. Once the regions are found in the global viewspace, the entry/exit regions for any local camera view can be determined.
Pixel to pan-tilt
As stated earlier, we require a camera model to map local image track coordinates (x, y) to a global camera pan-tilt (θ, φ) space where the data from different local camera views may be combined. To achieve this, we employ the method presented in [25] . The only camera parameter this model requires is the camera focal length, and [25] provides a method to automatically estimate it, which we leverage in our work. An evaluation of the camera model accuracy is also presented in their work, and while there may be potential for "drift" in the camera motor positioning, we have observed that this model is sufficient for our needs.
For an (x, y) coordinate in a local image view of a PTZ camera, the change in pan and tilt (δθ, δφ) required to reorient the camera from (θ, φ) to focus at that (x, y) location is computed using the following two equations:
Here, f is the focal length of the camera (learned automatically [25] ), a = f tan φ , and b = a sin φ . This approach is based on the elliptical intersection of an infinitely extended image plane with the cone carved out by the pan rotation of the camera, and is not affected by the misalignment of the geometric center of the camera pan-tilt motor and the optical center of the camera. Thus, the resulting global orientation in (pan, tilt) for a local image coordinate (x, y) is computed as
This direct mapping allows us to combine data collected from multiple camera orientations. The global pan-tilt space of a PTZ camera can be naturally represented as a (lower) hemisphere (with the camera at the sphere center), where each pan-tilt (θ, φ) camera orientation corresponds to a location on the hemisphere. An example is illustrated in Fig. 10 , where a local camera view (Fig. 10a) is highlighted on the camera viewspace hemisphere (Fig. 10b , constructed by stitching a set of overlapping local camera views together using [25] ). We will use this hemispheric representation for all of the global computations to follow. To visualize and show results calculated with the spherical approach, we employ a projection of the 3D hemispheric data onto a 2D linear spherical panorama (using [25] ). The panorama is a projection of the viewspace hemisphere onto the equator plane such that the camera tilt varies linearly from the center of the panorama image. The panorama provides a single view representation of the global 3D camera viewspace for presentation of our results. Thus, we employ the hemisphere for computation and the panorama for visualization. A panorama for the hemisphere shown in Fig. 10b is shown in Fig. 11 . 
Viewspace data collection
To collect data across the camera viewspace, we first generate a list of PTZ orientations that yield overlapping views and cover the entire viewspace (the camera field-of-view is known). We then randomly sample a view from the orientation set, move the camera to that orientation, and track objects via the weak tracker (same as for the local view approach) for a short duration of time (e.g., 300 frames, roughly 40 s, in our experiments). A different view is then sampled from the collection and the process repeats until all the views are used. We choose a random sampling of the space (rather than sequential) to prevent any bias when observing the scene. We regard this chunk of data as a single "pass" (as it is a pass of the entire viewspace) and employ multiple passes to collect the tracking dataset. For our experiments, we used two different lists of PTZ orientations-one slightly shifted from the first-to provide different overlap among the camera views.
Viewspace region detection
After the tracks are collected from multiple passes, the tracks in each local view are separately formed into entity tracks (using the local approach from Sect. 4). The entity tracks from each local view are then transferred to the global viewspace using the camera model described in Sect. 6.1 (each track observation is mapped to a particular pan-tilt orientation, as shown in the panorama of Fig. 12 ). This provides a set of entity entry and entity exit observations in the full camera viewspace (on the hemisphere). As before, we wish to cluster these entry and exit observations and then score each cluster by its behavior. To accomplish this, we adapt our previous local approach to function in the spherical pan-tilt space of the camera.
Previously, we clustered entity entries and exits for a local view using mean-shift clustering, where the distance between any two points was the 2D Euclidean distance (on the image plane). To extend this approach to the hemisphere surface, we employ a geodesic approach and define the distance between two points as the length of the great circle arc that connects the points (on the sphere surface). The great circle distance between two points p and q on the surface of a sphere is computed as
where R is the radius of the sphere and σ is the central angle between the two points (see Fig. 13a ). The central angle may be computed using the Haversine formula [28] as
The θ and φ in the Haversine formula typically specify longitude and latitude coordinates, respectively, though they naturally correspond to the pan-tilt coordinates of our camera viewspace. Using this spherical distance, we cluster the entry and exit observations directly in the camera viewspace.
After we obtain the entry and exit clusters, we then remove outliers in each cluster using the convex hull area-reduction technique described in Sect. 5. The convex hull for a cluster of points on a spherical surface is similar to the convex hull for points on a 2D plane, though the perimeter is made up of great circle arcs rather than line segments. For each entry and exit cluster, we compute a 3D convex hull using the points in the cluster (on the sphere), and the sphere center point. Points in this 3D convex hull that are connected to the sphere center produce the set of points for the convex hull on the sphere surface. The area of the convex hull (spherical polygon) is computed [2] as
where is the sum of interior angles in the spherical polygon, n is the number of vertices, and R is the sphere radius. Each interior angle is computed using the law of spherical cosines. For three points on a spherical surface (a, b, and c), let A, B, and C be the angle of the spherical triangle at each of the three vertices (shown in Fig. 13b ). Then, any angle in the triangle (A for example) can be computed as
where d xy , is the great circle distance between points x and y on the sphere. The last extension needed is to determine if a given orientation (θ, φ) on the hemisphere is contained within an entry or exit region (represented as a spherical polygon). This is used to determine the intersection angle between an entity track and entry/exit region, and is achieved via a polygon intersection test (as in the local-view approach). To test whether a point in pan-tilt space is within a spherical polygon, intersection with each polygon edge (arc) is tested. Using the approach described in [1] , the arc between the point in question and the North Pole (not in the viewspace) is tested for intersection with each spherical polygon edge. An even number of edge intersections indicates that the point is outside the spherical polygon, and an odd number indicates it is inside.
Using the above spherical transformations and calculations, we learn the set of hypothesized entry and exit regions.
Due to multiple overlapping views, many potential entry/exit regions may be learned (activity at the edge of each local camera view will typically create an artificial entry/exit region). However, our approach is able to eliminate these regions, as tracks from other (overlapping) camera views will pass through these regions, reducing their interaction consistency score (i.e., these regions will resemble through states). By scoring the behavior of each region, we can learn the true environmental entry/exit regions (e.g., building doorways) within the camera viewspace as well as regions at the border of the viewspace. Figure 14a displays a set of potential entry regions in the camera viewspace, and b displays the corresponding set of reliable regions (after scoring and thresholding each region). An advantage of this global modeling approach is that regardless of where the camera is oriented within its viewspace, a test can be performed to see if any global entries or exits exist within the local camera view (for any view).
In addition, we can use the camera viewspace to provide areas of activity that will appear at the borders of a local view. We achieve this by constructing a global "activity mask" that captures common areas of motion in the viewspace, and then intersecting the particular local camera view with the viewspace activity mask. The camera viewspace is first gridded (using a pan × tilt grid), and the viewspace entity tracks are mapped to the grid. This creates a histogram of activity at each pan-tilt (θ, φ) grid cell. A threshold is then applied to remove bins with low activity. The histogram is then mapped to a panorama image and image morphology techniques are applied (median filter, dilation, connected components). An example panoramic activity mask is shown in Fig. 15 .
For any local camera view, the intersection of the local view border with the viewspace activity mask is used to determine areas of image border activity. These local view border regions are combined with any global entry or exit regions that exist in the local view to create a more extensive summarization of activity for in the local view (an example is shown in Fig. 16 for the view highlighted in Fig. 15) . Here, the global entry/exit regions are shown in yellow and the image border activity is shown in red. Again, an advantage of this approach is that global entry/exit zones and border activity can be easily extracted and exploited for any local view.
Exploiting entry and exit regions
Given our methods to detect entry and exit regions (local and global), we now discuss applications of the detected regions. We show that relationships between regions can be used to detect and model activity through occlusions and also to discover common entry → exit pairings within a scene (useful for anomaly detection). The methods to be described are applicable to local camera views, however, the camera viewspace could be used if the region pairs exist within a local camera view (temporal correspondence of region activity is needed).
Exit → Entry occlusion relationships
Given a set of entry and exit regions, we introduce a method to detect the location of static scene occlusions. An occlusion area may be characterized as an exit region (or set of exit regions) where activity disappears into the occlusion, and a corresponding re-entry region (or set of re-entry regions) where activity reappears in the scene. In the simplest case, an occlusion is captured by one exit region followed by a single corresponding re-entry region. However, more difficult scenarios can occur (Fig. 17a-c) . We generalize our model to allow for any number of scene exit regions where activity We detect such connections by constructing a graph, G o , capturing causal relationships between each possible pair of exit-entry regions in the scene. Let G o (V o , E o ) be a graph where V o = R ∪ X (the set of entry R, and exit X regions), and E o is the set of causal relationships in the scene. For each possible exit-entry pair (x, r ), where x ∈ X and r ∈ R we do the following. For each event at exit region x ∈ X , we look forward in time over a window of w frames. If an entry event occurs at time lag w i ≤ w for entry region r , we estimate the expected pixel distanced(x, r ) the entity would have traveled given its velocity and the number of frames between the exit x and the entry r observation, computed aŝ d(x, r ) = t v · w i , where t v is the average of the exit and re-entry speeds for the entity. We do this for all entries in region r that occur within w frames of the exit event. This distance-based formulation is more robust than using simple time-lagged event correlation, as entities may travel at different speeds (e.g., consider a pedestrian vs. cyclist).
Given a set of distance estimatesd(x, r ) between an exit and entry region (x, r ) from multiple events across time, we determine if there exists a commonly traveled distance between the two regions. To accomplish this, we employ an entropy approach based on the idea that if there is no occlusion region between (x, r ), the distribution of distance estimates should be random (no connection between leaving and re-entering). However, if there is an occlusion region between (x, r ), the distribution of distance estimates should contain a strong mode, represented by a large peak in the distribution (the true distance traveled through the occluded region). Here, we assume that the pathway through an occlusion is structured and that targets pass through at a relatively constant velocity. Example distributions from our experiments are shown in Fig. 18 , where the distribution for a true occlusion shows a strong peak (corresponding to the distance traveled by entities through the occluded region).
To compute the distribution entropy, we first construct a histogram of estimated distances (pixels), where each bin corresponds to a particular pixel distance (from 1 to 700 in our experiments). This distribution is then smoothed to generalize the data (we use a Gaussian with σ = 25). The entropy score H (x, r ) is then computed as
whered i (x, r ) is the normalized count of observations that have distance i in the distribution. If H (x, r ) is sufficiently small (peaked, e.g., H (x, r ) < H thresh ), we add a directed edge x → r in G o . We do this for all possible exit-entry pairings. Consider a scenario where occlusions exist in series, one after the other, as shown in Fig. 17d . In such a scenario, exit 1 would link to entries 1, 2, and 3, as they are causally related by traffic that passes through the series of occlusions. Similarly, exit 2 would link to entries 2 and 3. However, we observe that traffic going through exit 1 must go through entries 1 and 2 before it reaches entry 2. Thus, if an exit x is connected to an entry region r , but there also exists a path connecting x to r going through other regions, x → r must not be a "first-order" relationship, and thus must not correspond to a direct occlusion. We define a firstorder relationship as a connection that exists between two regions, A and B, such that there do not exist any alterative paths to get to B from A other than going straight from A to B.
To construct the final graph G o , we examine all entry-exit, exit-entry, exit-exit, and entry-entry regions to fully model the possible region relationships in the scene using the same approach to match exit regions to entry regions. For each case, if a forward-in-time causal relationship (peaked distribution) exists between any pair of regions, we add a directed edge in G o representing the direction of the relation. Detecting the final set of occlusions is then reduced to searching G o for a unique set of first-order paths between exit-entry pairs. We employ a depth-first search [23] (although other graph search algorithms could be used) to find these relationships. The complexity of this is O(n 2 ) for constructing the graph where n is the greater of the number of entries and exits, and O(v 2 + v · e) for searching the graph where v is the number of vertices (entries plus exits) and e is the number of edges (region relationships) in the graph. We feel that this is reasonable considering that it is only required when detecting the region relationships for the first time, or updating them.
Entry → Exit non-pathway relationships
As we used the connected behavior between regions to locate occlusions, we can examine the formed entry → exit relationships to determine the likelihood of a connection between each entry-exit region pair. This may be used to discover common entry → exit connections in the scene, and to learn a distribution of exit likelihoods for a given entry region. Once these connections are captured, we can also use them to score the likelihood of an object trajectory through the scene.
Given each (r, x) pairing, we estimate the probability of an object leaving an exit region x ∈ X given that the object entered the scene via entry region r ∈ R as
whered mode is the raw histogram count for the distance voted for most strongly in the distance estimate distribution. Here, the first term compares the connection strength of a particular entry → exit pair (r, x) to the strength of the same entry r to every other exit x c ∈ X . The second term, 1 − exp −
, captures the reliability of the mode in the distribution. Here, H max is the maximum possible entropy score given the number of bins used to model the distribution, and σ p is a normalization parameter (we use σ p = 0.05). Under this formulation, distributions with stronger modes (more observations) receive more weight. Thus, for each entry r , we have a likelihood (Eq. 16) that it will leave any scene exit x ∈ X . Such a formulation may be leveraged to compute a likelihood score for an observed object trajectory (from a strong tracker). When an object enters a scene entry r , Eq. (16) gives the likelihood of the object leaving through each scene exit x ∈ X . From the estimated distance distribution constructed for (r, x), we also have an expected distance that the object will travel between r and x. With these, we can score the likelihood of the trajectory that entered entry region r and exited through exit region x as
Here, |traj| is the length of the object trajectory (pixels), d mag (r, x) is the expected distance traveled between r and x (distance value atd mode (r, x)), and σ t allows for some variance between the expected distance and the actual trajectory distance. For our experiments and image size (640 × 480) we use σ t = 50, though it could be learned from examples.
This formulation also allows for anomalous tracks to be detected. Such tracks may correspond to an object taking an abnormally long path (meandering) through the scene, an object taking an abnormally short path (such as cutting through a restricted area), an object leaving at an unexpected exit, or an object not leaving any known exit (resulting from a tracker failure or from the object leaving at an unknown exit). We will explore such cases in the experiment section.
Experiments
In this section, we provide experimental results for our local and viewspace entry/exit region discovery methods and exploitation approaches. First, we provide results for detecting entry and exit regions for different local scenes of varying difficulty, and compare to two existing approaches. We then provide a quantitative analysis of our region shape detection method. Next, we evaluate our global viewspace region detection method using multiple PTZ cameras. Lastly, we present exploitation results for detecting occlusions and entry → exit non-pathway relationships (along with anomaly detection).
Region detection
We employed our local single-view entry and exit region detection method on seven scenes of varying difficulty using outdoor surveillance cameras located on four and eight story buildings. All seven scenes were captured at a resolution of 640 × 480 (at 10 fps) and were recorded for the durations listed in Table 1 . We extracted potential entry and exit regions for each scene, and kept regions with a reliability score > 0.75 and having at least 10 tracks leaving/entering each region. The results shown used a kernel bandwidth of h = 10 to cluster entry and exit observations for Scenes 2-4 and 7, and a kernel bandwidth of h = 15 for Scenes 1, 5, and 6 (as they have a more zoomed-in view). In addition, when performing our convex hull area-reduction technique to remove outliers, we chose a threshold of σ r = 1.5 (see Sect. 5.1). When computing the final region score for each entry and exit region, we used parameter values μ = 0.04 and σ = 0.10 (see Eq. 7). The results for Scenes 1-7 are shown in Fig. 19 . For each scene, we display the results with the extracted region shapes and an arrow corresponding to the most prominent direction of motion out of (for entries) or into (for exits) each detected region.
In Scene 1, we were able to detect all three expected entry and exit regions corresponding to activity moving across the sidewalk. In Scene 2, we were able to detect all of the expected entries and most of the expected exits. For the entry regions, we split a few of the regions along the bottom of the image which would likely be merged semantically. For the exits, we fail to learn the region in the top-left due to unreliable tracking in that part of the scene (due to camera perspective and shadows). We also fail to learn a region corresponding to motion going into the parking garage due to a larger formed region intersecting with outside trajectories making it a through state. In Scene 3, we were able to detect all of the expected entry and exit regions. We learn three regions entering into the building and three regions exiting (corresponding to three doors). We also detect an entry and exit region in the top-left of the scene corresponding to a small walkway even though it is infrequently traveled with respect to the other areas in the scene. We also detect most of the expected regions in Scene 4 and are able to learn the sparse activity coming and going from the parking garage on the left of the scene. The one region we do have a problem with is the top-left walkway of the scene. We learn an incorrect exit region and two incorrect entry regions. This can be attributed to a low-contrast shadow area on the sidewalk where our weak tracker did not perform well. In Scenes 5 and 6, we learn all of the expected regions. Both scenes exhibit an occlusion (bridge walkway in Scene 5, and large tree in Scene 6) and we learn entry and exit regions at locations where people walk behind and re-appear from these occluding structures. The other interesting aspect in Scene 5 is that the regions tend to form on the right-side of the walkways, capturing the manner that pedestrians typically travel. Lastly, we detect the expected regions in Scene 7. We learn entry and exit regions corresponding to activity on sidewalks that intersects the edge of the view, as well as activity coming and going from the building in the top-right of the scene.
We also employed our method on three public datasets using the same parameters from the previous experiment. Two of the datasets (roundabout and junction) are from [14] , and the third dataset (MIT) is from [31] . The results are shown in Fig. 20 . In the roundabout scene (row 1), we were able to detect the expected entries for traffic moving into the roundabout (moving clockwise in the scene), and the expected exits for traffic leaving the roundabout. In the junction scene, we detect entry regions for traffic in both lanes of traffic entering from the bottom left of the view. We also detect regions for traffic entering from the left and the right of the scene, including their corresponding exit regions. We failed to detect regions in the top of the view due to a large change in perspective as cars drive away into the distance. In the MIT Scene we are able to detect entry and exit regions for traffic on the left and top of the scene. Our approach has difficulty on the right side of the scene due to several tree occlusions which cause many tracking failures in this part of the scene.
For comparison, we evaluated our results against the methods described in [16, 30] on four different scenes. The 21 Entry and exit regions using the method in [16] approach from [16] uses a MoG clustering approach to detect regions and a density-based scoring metric to remove unreliable clusters. The approach from [30] employs a grid-based method to detect entry and exit "states" in a scene.
In [16] , an EM-based MoG approach is used to cluster trajectory start and end points to obtain a set of potential entry and exit regions (described by Gaussian ellipses). To determine which clusters to retain they use a density metric defined as W/E, where W is the percentage of points belonging to the cluster and E is the area of the Gaussian ellipse. Here, the area is computed as E = π · I 1 · I 2 where I 1 and I 2 are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of region points. When employing this approach, we used our entity tracks to provide a fairer comparison (using weak tracking observations would be too noisy for this approach). When clustering each entry and exit set, we chose a large number of initial clusters (25) for each scene (as in [16] , although one could potentially use a method such as BIC [26] to automatically estimate the number of clusters). We kept clusters with weight W/E > 2e −5 (produced the best results). The results for Scenes 1-4 are shown in Fig. 21 , with the reliable entry/exit clusters plotted as ellipses.
Fig. 22
Entry and exit regions using the method in [30] The approach had difficulty distinguishing reliable entry/ exit regions from ones that resulted in tracking noise in many of the scenes. We acknowledge that a later method proposed to remove some of this noise was presented in [17] , which attempts to remove trajectories that start and end in the same local region. In comparison, our approach does not threshold and remove tracks, but examines general region-based behavioral qualities. In Scene 1, the approach failed to detect any of the expected entry regions and only detected one of the three expected exits. Most of the regions detected resulted from noise due to bushes swaying in the wind. Our method was able to distinguish such regions as being unreliable by analyzing the behavior consistency of each region. In Scene 2, the approach from [16] over-clustered the entry/exit region near the top-middle of the scene. Although they do detect many of the expected regions, they fail to detect activity coming and going from the parking garage. They also miss the region in the top-left (we detected it as an entry but not an exit).
In Scene 3, the method from [16] was able to detect many of the expected entry and exit regions, though it failed to learn the middle doorway of the building and the walkway in the top-left of the scene. In addition, it detected motion around the streetlight as an entry and exit region (due to tracking gaps occurring around this location).
In Scene 4, the approach was able to detect most of the expected regions. Although the method failed to detect the region corresponding to activity coming and going from the parking garage and the entry region corresponding to the building doorway (which we detect), they are able to detect an exit region in the top-left of the scene which we miss (due to tracking problems in this part of the scene caused by perspective and shadows).
In general, choosing a robust means to distinguish reliable from unreliable regions with the density-based approach in [16] was difficult. Changing the density threshold can drastically alter the results, and it is also unclear how robust such a threshold is as it had difficulty generalizing across all four scenes (it performed very poorly for Scene 1). Although we used two sets of kernel bandwidth values in our approach, the results do not change significantly if a constant bandwidth is used. Further, the bandwidth value could conceivably be learned (as a function of the size of the objects moving though the scene) by observing scene activity.
We also compared our approach to [30] . In this method they partition the scene into a grid of states, where each state is defined by a grid cell location and motion direction (8 possible directions). They also use a binary activity mask to constrain entry/exit states to be on the border of the scene activity, although we do not employ this part of the technique to allow for a fair comparison across approaches (neither our method nor [16] have such a constraint). They map each weak track duration to a set of states, and then compute an entry and exit weight score for each state. The entry and exit weights (W E and W X ) for state s i are computed as
. Here, C start is the number of weak tracks that start in state s i , C stop is the number of weak tracks that stop in state s i , C in is the number of weak tracks that transition into state s i , and C out is the number of weak tracks that transition out of state s i . Entry and exit states with a low weight score are removed. We retained states with at least 0.75 of the max entry/exit weight for the scene. The results for Scenes 1-4 can be scene in Fig. 22 , where the final entry/exit states are denoted with arrows (showing the motion direction of the state).
This approach failed to detect most of the entry activity in Scene 1, although was able to detect most of the exit activity (detecting multiple states per region). In Scene 2, the approach detected states that result from the streetlight occlusion, and also learned noisy states in the middle of the scene.
The results for Scene 3 are very reasonable, though noisy states are detected around the streetlight occlusion, and the entry/exit near the top-left of the scene and the entry/exit corresponding to the middle doorway of the building are not detected.
In Scene 4, the approach fails to detect most of the entry activity in the left-half of the scene. Although they are able to detect a fair amount of valid exit states, they miss the parking garage entry/exit and the building doorway entry/exit.
In general, the approach from [30] tended to detect some unexpected regions (resulting from noise), and it also failed to detect many desired regions. As much of the difficulty for this method involves not detecting expected states (with some exception in Scene 2), introducing their motion mask to constrain entry/exit states near the border would not greatly improve their results. It is also unclear how the states should be grouped after they are detected to represent entry/exit regions. Overall, our approach produced the best qualitative results across the scenes in comparison to the two alternative methods.
Quantitative evaluation
The issue of ground truth validation for entry and exit regions has not really been studied. This can be attributed to the difficulty of quantifying such work. A "ground truth via consensus" approach could be employed by asking subjects to manually mark the entry and exit zones. However, subjects would likely be concentrating solely on the scene structure and ignoring the actual behavior (otherwise they would be required to watch very long video recordings). Hence, they may mark a doorway that is never used or miss an entrance or exit that results from a shortcut traveled by pedestrians. In addition, subjects may mark the width of a sidewalk that intersects the image border as an exit when the exit does not really span the entire width of the sidewalk (due to people generally walking on the right-side of the sidewalk). Such subtleties can only be revealed when the behavior of the scene is carefully analyzed. The author from [29] also shares our view and states that while some entry/exit locations are more obvious, there are others that cannot be manually labeled without analyzing tracking data for a scene. However, they fail to comment any further on ground truth evaluation. Here, we offer a quantitative evaluation of our method for learning the entry/exit region shapes, as well as an analysis of the amount of data required to detect the regions shapes reliably.
We designed an experimental framework to examine the shape of the regions that we learn as compared to ground truth with respect to varying amounts of scene noise. To do so, we manually created three entry-exit region pairs (shown in Fig. 23 ) and generated synthetic weak tracks between each pair.
For each synthetic "object" moving between an entry and exit region, we first create a base track by randomly sampling a starting location within the entry region and a correspond- ing ending location in its exit region. Using a pre-defined circle around the base start and end locations, we randomly generate 1-3 additional tracks (within the circles and within the region). These additional tracks are generated with the same constraint as our actual KLT tracker, where weak tracks cannot be too close to each other. We repeat this process 1,000 times for each entry → exit region pair to simulate 1,000 objects moving between the regions. We then fragment the weak tracks for eight different noise levels (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) by adding gaps to the synthetic tracks for each object. Here, the noise level corresponds to the average number of gaps per track for each object (e.g., for noise level 3 each track contains 3 gaps on average). When adding each gap, a random location, gap size, and track for the object are chosen. We also ensure that at least one track segment for the object is retained at the ends (i.e., gaps are not added to the beginning or ending of all the tracks for an object).
From this process, we obtained eight different realistic weak track sets (one for each noise level) for each of the three entry-exit pairs. We then ran our entry/exit detection method using these synthetic weak tracks. From this we formed entities, learned the potential entry/exit regions, scored the regions, and kept the regions with a reliability score > 0.75. We then compared the detected entry and exit regions with the actual ground truth regions used to create the weak tracks. For our method we used a kernel bandwidth of h = 25 to cluster the entity entry/exit observations (h = 10 when constructing the KDE surface to learn the region shape), a threshold of σ r = 2.5 to remove outlier observations, and μ = 0.4 and σ = 0.10 when computing the region score. The results for each entry-exit pair are summarized in Tables 2, 3 , and 4. For each entry-exit pair, we display the F1 score, precision, and recall, computed at the sub-pixel level by comparing the intersection between the ground truth region polygon and the learned region polygon (each averaged over five trials) capturing how well our detected regions compared to ground truth. We also provide a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), computed as the ratio of the number of ground truth entry/exit observations to the total entry/exit observations in the scene (averaged over five trials), for each case.
In all cases, our method was able to detect the correct number of entries and exits (for each trial). As the number of gaps per track was increased from 1 to 8 (making weaker tracks), our method performed expectedly worse. Though our precision scores were still high as the noise increased, the recall scores were impacted by noise. This can be attributed to the noise starting to approximate the density of the ground truth entry/exit observations, resulting in problems for our outlier removal process. In essence, as the noise increases, the detected regions are eroded. Our scores are noticeably worse for exit 2. This can be attributed to the region having a "concavity" filled with sparse noise, since our algorithm relies on a "convex" hull approach (exit 1 has a concavity on Scores for F1, precision (P) and recall (R) are averaged over five trials Scores for F1, precision (P) and recall (R) are averaged over five trials Scores for F1, precision (P) and recall (R) are averaged over five trials the opposite side where no tracks enter the region). This concave-related problem could be corrected by replacing our convex hull area-reduction approach with a representation that could accommodate concave shapes (e.g., such as alpha shapes [7] ). However, we do not typically encounter such concave entry/exit regions in real scenes. We next examined the effect of varying the number of underlying objects. We chose a fixed noise level (3) and a set of synthetic tracks representing the motion of 1,000 objects for that noise level (from the previous experiment). We then defined five object sets (containing 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 objects) and randomly sampled the tracks from the full collection for each object set ten times (5 sets × 10 trials). We ran our entry/exit region detection method for each trial set of objects. The results for entry → exit 3 are presented in Table 5 . The results with the complete set of 1,000 objects (representing the complete set of tracks from which each other set was sampled) are also provided as a reference.
As the number of objects was increased (from 25 to 1,000), we were able to recover the underlying entry and exit shape with greater accuracy (F1 score) and reliability (less variance between trials). The exit shape in this experiment (the 'L') was a more difficult shape for our method to learn than the corresponding hexagonal-shaped entry region. The recall score was generally high for all object counts. This can mostly be attributed to the objects being uniformly sampled from within each region. Without many samples, however, it is more difficult to determine the object border. This is reflected by the (generally) lower precision score for smaller object sets. Overall, our algorithm was able to accurately recover the shape of the underlying entry/exit regions with increased performance as the quantity of entry/exit observations increased.
PTZ viewspace
Next, we ran various experiments to examine the spherical viewspace extension of our region detection method. We present entry and exit detection results for three different PTZ cameras and a comparative result of the regions learned from a local scene with the corresponding area on the camera viewspace. The F1, precision (P), and recall (R) scores are averaged over ten trials for object quantities 25-500. The values for 1,000 objects represent the full set of data
Viewspace region detection
We tested our viewspace entry/exit region detection algorithm on three outdoor PTZ cameras located on 4 and 8 story buildings. We first collected data for each camera as outlined in Sect. 6.2. Each camera's viewspace was sampled multiple times (several passes). The number of passes for each camera along with an estimated total collection duration (at 10 fps) is provided in Table 6 . We used a kernel bandwidth of h = 0.02 to cluster entry and exit observations on a unit sphere for Camera's 1 and 2 (on a 4-story building) and a kernel bandwidth of h = 0.01 for Camera 3 (on an 8-story building). We used a threshold of σ r = 2.0 to remove outliers from each cluster, and set μ = 0.4 and σ = 0.05 when computing reliability scores. We kept regions with a reliability score > 0.75 and having at least 10 tracks leaving/entering each entry/exit region. The results are shown in Figs. 24 and 25.
For Camera 1, we detected most of the expected entry and exit regions. We are able to learn regions corresponding to activity entering and exiting two of the buildings, as well as activity entering and exiting the camera viewspace periphery. The regions on the edge of the camera viewspace correspond to the farthest areas from the camera that we can track reliably with our weak tracker (at a fixed zoom). Objects moving in distant areas (especially moving toward or away from the camera) are not tracked well due to the minimum frame-toframe displacement constraint in the motion-based tracker. In addition, we also learn a few regions due to occlusions (e.g., trees, streetlight), but fail to learn an entry and exit region corresponding activity of the building seen in the bottom of the camera panorama. Again, this is due to tracking difficulty. For Camera 2, we are also able to learn many of the expected entry and exit regions. We again learn regions cor- responding to the entry and exit behavior for two of the buildings in the camera viewspace. We also learn regions around two tree occlusions. For Camera 3, we are able to detect entry and exit regions corresponding to the three doorways of the building in the center of the viewspace. In addition, we learn an entry and exit region corresponding to a tunnel walkway to the left of the building entrance and a doorway coming out of the building directly below the camera. We also learn regions on a window (on the building below the camera) due to the ground traffic being reflected on the window. Lastly, we also learn a few noisy regions on the periphery of the camera viewspace (e.g., from traffic several blocks away).
We are able to learn most of the expected regions in each camera viewspace, although we do occasionally learn noisy regions and miss some expected regions. We found that strong camera perspective prevents us from learning reliable regions near the periphery of the camera viewspace, which may be addressed using (1) adjustable tracking parameters that vary with camera tilt, or (2) a zoom-adaptive sampling of the space (we used a constant zoom level).
Local versus viewspace comparison
We also ran an experiment to compare results attained from our local fixed-view approach to our viewspace detection method. Using one data set (Scene 3 from our local fixedview experiments) we first detected the regions in the local camera view and then for comparison we projected the localview entity tracks to the camera viewspace (Scene 3 was collected from a single view of a PTZ camera), and ran our viewspace region detection algorithm. Comparative results are shown in Fig. 26 , where the viewspace results are displayed inside the highlighted local view on a panorama.
As shown, we were able to learn the same set of regions in the viewspace that we learned locally. The learned region shapes are quite similar between the two spaces (the local space is an approximation of the global viewspace). The main direction of motion in and out of each region is also very accurate between each space. It is worth noting that we increased the angular histogram bin count used to capture the directional and interaction consistency for each region (Eq. 7) from 8 to 16 for the viewspace approach to more accurately compute and compare the main motion direction of the regions.
Region exploitation
In addition to evaluating the detected entry/exit regions, we also evaluated approaches that exploit the relationships between the regions (as described in Sect. 7).
Occlusions
We tested the proposed exit → entry occlusion detection method (Sect. 7) on Scenes 5, 6, and 7 (as they contain natural occlusions). We used an entropy threshold of 0.98 · H max for all four scenes, where H max is the maximum possible entropy score for the distribution (for our histograms H max = 9.45). The results are presented in Fig. 27 .
In Scene 5, we successfully learned the bridge occlusion. In Scene 6, we successfully learned the tree occlusion on the sidewalk and the tree occlusion on the street in the direction of the one-way traffic. In Scene 7, we learned the tree occlusion in both directions on the near sidewalk and in one direction on the one-way street.
To demonstrate the use of these occlusion region ties to aid strong tracking, we ran a covariance tracker [21] with the addition of the learned occlusion model. The tracker was set up to automatically initialize on motion occurring in the learned scene entry regions, provided that the motion was moving in the same direction as the expected activity for leaving the region. We used a fixed-size bounding box and the x, y, R, G, B, I x , I y ] to build a covariance descriptor for the target. Once the tracker initializes, it attempts to track the object until (1) the object leaves the scene or (2) the tracker loses the object. If the object enters an occlusion exit, an expected wait time is estimated from the learned occlusion distance and current object speed, and the tracker then attempts to re-acquire the target at the corresponding re-entry location(s) for the occlusion. Our approach searches the expected occlusion re-entry area until it finds a match within 2σ from the learned covariance model (constructed from the covariance match scores of the target in past frames). The results are presented in Fig. 28a and b for Scenes 5 and 6. As shown, the tracker was able to track objects despite the large occluded region and was able to reacquire the object at the occlusion re-entry via information provided by our model. The results are especially signifi- cant for Scene 6, as the tree covers a significant portion of the sidewalk and it would be difficult for traditional tracking methods to track confidently through such an occlusion.
Entry → Exit non-pathway relationships
For each scene we also found the relationship from entry to exit regions. For each scene entry region r , we obtain the likelihood that an object entering the scene at r will leave the scene via each scene exit region x ∈ X using Eq. (16) . Entry → exit relationship results for Scene 5 (simple scene) and Scene 3 (more complicated scene) are shown in Fig. 29 , where we display a straight line (non-pathway) arrow from each entry region (squares) to the most likely exit region (circles). In Scene 5, we learned the entry → exit relationships corresponding to the traffic on the sidewalks. In Scene 3, it can be seen that the two entry regions learned at the bottom-right of the scene are semantically meaningful, as traffic entering the left-side entry region has a strong relationship with the walkway exit on the left of the scene, and the right-side entry region has a strong exit relationship with the nearest door of the building. More in-depth results are Table 7 Probabilities between entries (rows) and exits (columns) for provided in Tables 7 and 8 , where individual entry → exit pair probabilities are given for these scenes. We also used the covariance tracker to track multiple people in Scene 3 and then ranked their trajectory likelihood (for anomaly detection). We collected and smoothed the trajectories and then obtained a likelihood score for each trajectory using Eq. (17) . We display the ten most likely trajectories in Fig. 30a and the five least likely trajectories in Fig. 30b . The least likely trajectories (Fig. 30b) Region labels shown in Fig. 29 correspond to a person taking a long meandering path between regions, another person exiting the scene at a location not corresponding to an exit region, someone using an uncommon entry-exit pair, and a short trajectory resulting from tracker failure. Our model is able to score such anomalous behavior as we not only learn activity relationships between entry → exit pairs, but also the expected travel distance of the path taken between them. If desired, a threshold could be learned/employed to automatically detect such rare events.
Method limitations
As demonstrated, our approach is able to consistently detect expected entry and exit regions with high accuracy in both local and viewspace data collections. However, like all algorithms, there are scenarios where our approach can be improved. We detect entry and exit regions that adhere to our behavior model, specifying that desired regions have tracks that leave (for entries) or enter (for exits) in a mostly directional manner and do not have outside tracks that intersect in the direction of the defining motion. Thus, we are not able to detect entry (or exit) regions where activity leaves (or enters) the region in multiple directions (e.g., people coming out of or moving into a manhole in all directions). However, these cases are rare. To detect occlusions, we detect exit and entry regions that characterize the occlusion. If an occlusion exists where people can walk behind or in front of it, we will currently be unable to detect the entry and exit regions (and thus the occlusion). In this scenario, the occlusion exit and entry would each appear as a "through state", as the current approach does not incorporate depth. We could also improve the tracking method to obtain better data when there are large amounts of perspective and lack of object motion, which prevents us from learning reliable regions in the periphery of the camera viewspace.
Conclusion
We presented novel methods to detect, exploit, and evaluate entry and exit regions in surveillance video, and presented a novel extension to the viewspace of a PTZ camera. Our approach employs weak tracking data which are transformed into a set of entity tracks for more reliable entry and exit observations. These observations are then clustered to produce a set of potential entry and exit regions, and each region is scored and thresholded using a behavioral-based reliability metric based on the directional and interaction consistency. We then described how relationships can be learned between the detected entry and exit regions to discover common connections between the regions and occlusions in the scene. Our approach demonstrates that utilizing scene behavior is paramount to detecting semantic regions in a scene. We have also shown that weak tracking data can be useful when working with very busy scenes, and that such data may be used to detect a reliable set of entry and exit regions (in Fig. 30 Track likelihoods for a the ten most likely and b five least likely tracks both local and global views) and such regions could be useful for inter-camera tasks, such as persistent object tracking. Knowing what regions are occluded with respect to a cameras viewspace could allow for a more successful object handoff between cameras. In addition, in our evaluation, we presented a method to quantify our method, which is especially important due to the lack of quantitative experimentation in most scene modeling work. 
